ARBORICULTURAL APPRAISAL (AA)
SUMMARY

Davies Park
OCTOBER 2020
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Tree number: #1
Trees species: Ficus benjamina (Weeping fig)
DBH (mm): 1300
Tree height (m): 17
Average tree canopy width (m): 14
Age: Mature

Comments: Tree health was observed as fair as evident by leaf colour, leaf size, canopy density
and the production of wound wood.

Presently PN infestation has not significantly reduced the

subject tree’s vascular system and therefore the present canopy morphology is classified as fair
(tree canopy can be unbalanced; foliage generally with good colour; some discoloration may be
present, minor pathogens damage present with notable damage thresholds present; typical of
species in location).
The subject tree displayed a moderately dense foliage arrangement with a history of minor
canopy pruning works.
The subject tree is a Council controlled park tree which is established within Davies Park and is
therefore protected under Natural Asset Local Law (2003).
The subject tree’s structural form is being compromised based on the consist and active
advancement of PN as demonstrated within the PICUS tests recently performed by Arbor Track.
Tree health and tree structure will deteriorate over-time based on PN colonisation.
The following images support our constituted views and identify the subject tree’s areas of
critical interest.
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Growing location

Trunk region & topography

Canopy morphology

PN stocking & Live/dead margin – image 1
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PN stocking & Live/dead margin – image 2

Central trunk union, hollowing and presence of PN

Acute embedded bark ridge with PN stocking

Central trunk union investigation & series of images - 1
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Central trunk union investigation & series of images - 2

Central trunk union investigation & series of images – 1

Removal of soil to explore PN stocking

Ganoderma and PN pocket root location – image 1
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Ganoderma and PN pocket root location – image 2

PICUS testing procedure and set-up

Discussion
In my early studies on PN in 2005 with the assistance of DPI&F, namely Michael Ramsden the
subject tree was not mapped or identified with PN as illustrated below.
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Approx. location
of the subject
tree with
respect to the
old mapped area
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Image from 2005.

PN is instrumental in the decline and eventual death of trees and shrubs. Of concern is the now
increasingly widespread association of PN in the urban and peri urban (refers to a transition or
interaction zone, where urban and rural activities are juxtaposed, and landscape features are
subject to rapid modifications, inducing by human activities) environments.
PN is brown root rot which is characterised by a thick brown mycelium stocking at the ground
level/basal tree stem interface or on exposed roots. This stocking is hard with a varnished
appearance and normally extends around the root collar. When actively growing, a broad white
margin is present on the advancing edge. This becomes dark brown to black in colour, and
melanised when old and inactive. A sticky fluid can be exuded from the mycelium stocking to
which soil, sand and debris adheres to the advancing stocking roots. A thin white felt of
mycelium is present between the wood and the bark beneath the mycelial stocking, and this
invades the living stem normally by approximately 100 millimetres (species/age dependant) ahead
of the advancing edge of the external mycelium.
PN causes pocket rot. Numerous red-brown lines develop within the woody tissues known as
pseudosclerotial plates, very similar to Ganoderma spp (minor colour variation/size). These lines
remain hard and un-decayed, while the infected timber becomes white and brittle, and fractures
easily. The wood takes on a characteristic honeycomb appearance like ‘pocket rot’.
The most efficient method for control of PN is yet to be determined.
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Our review of the PICUS results dated 20th Oct 2020 by Arbor Track, helped remove speculation
and map the presence of PN as illustrated below.
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The PN infestation within the

1.

state of wood degradation at

2.

central trunk region is of notable concern along with the advance

ground level in associated with pocket rot near Ganoderma.

It was clearly apparent the presence of PN within the central trunk union poses many concerns
in relation to PN control, canopy management and mitigation measures. The PN presence was
classified as active but somewhat early maturing given the lack of pocket rot. Live dead margins
were visually apparent and will eventually colonise and kill the surrounding tissues, resulting in
tree death. The area of increasing concern from an arboricultural risk perspective is the spread
and placement of PN. PN is located deeply within the acute embedded bark regions, therefore
increasing the risk of primary branch failures.

Ground level PN infestation had a distinct area of pocket rot and the emerging collapse of the
subject tree’s vascular system within the immediate area. My earlier research looked at the
difference between PN and Ganoderma infection upon a single host by examining the
pseudosclerotial plates. My examination of the subject tree determined the presence of PN and
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Ganoderma in associated with wood degradation was presently of equal proportions but will likely
change over a short period of time favouring PN. The PN stocking has not engulfed the subject
tree’s entire basal trunk region but will likely occur within a relative short-time based on the PN
identified active state and warmer months.
With consideration of the placement of the adjacent pathway and positive PN presence it is
likely that any further interference with the subject tree’s growing environment or interference
with the subject tree’s root system will drastically decrease the subject tree’s ULE.
Furthermore, the construction of the pathway has the potential to spread PN if not correctly
managed.

Risk rating:
Part A
Tree Number

1

Size of part

3

Target/usage

3

Score:

6

Size of Part + Target/Usage Score = Consequence Rating

Consequence Score

Consequence levels

8

Catastrophic

7

Major

6

Moderate

5 to 4

Minor

3 to 0

Insignificant
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Part B

Risk Score Matrix Table for Tree Risks
Consequence
Likelihood

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

1

2

3

4

Catastrophic
5

Failure Almost Certain

5

M

52

M

64

H

76

H

88

H

100

Failure Likely

4

L

44

M

56

M

68

H

80

H

92

Failure Possible

3

L

36

M

48

M

60

H

72

H

84

Failure Unlikely

2

L

28

L

40

M

52

M

64

H

76

L

20

L

32

L

44

M

56

M

68

1

Failure Rare

Formula: [(C x 3) + (L x 2)] x 4 / 100 = risk %
High

High Risk: Risk cannot be justified except for extraordinary circumstances

(Red)
Medium (Amber)

Medium Risk: Residual risk tolerable only if further risk reduction is impracticable

Low (Green)

Low Risk: Risk reduction not likely to be required as resources likely to be grossly disproportionate to the reduction achieved

07.1 overall tree risk rating/score:
Intellectually weighing and balancing each factor was anticipated. Based on the result from the
site VTA assessment, the use of information and techniques from nationally and internationally
recognised tree assessment systems and a quantitative matrix-based risk assessment system, it
is deemed that the subject tree presents risk potential of 68% which is likely to increase based
on the presence of PN and if no formal managed applied.

08

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With regard to the detectability of defects, our constituted view is that the subject tree
presented a moderate-high risk score with low urban landscape values, decreasing ULE with an
un-desirable significance.
The most efficient method for the control PN within a host presently effected with PN is yet to
be determined.
Fact, tree growth is slowed, and trees can die standing, incur stem breakage, or be wind thrown
before death with regard to wood degradation and the presence of PN.
Fact, PN reduces ULE and tree death is dependent on the distance between the trunk and the
primary infection site, with host resistance, vigour, and pathogenicity of isolates also playing a
key role.
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While the canopy of the subject tree could be reduced in a manner to help attempt to mitigate
primary branch failure(s), the evolution of PN within the acute embedded bark unions can not be
overlooked as a high contributing influencing factor of primary branch failures in the immediate
future. The installation of cables or rods to boaster tree structure will only speed-up the
colonisation of PN and associated wood degradation.
With consideration of the park development and the presence of PN within the early mapped a
PN area (2005). This area should be preserved, monitored and managed to ensure the people and
property are adequately considered in relation to risk management and our understand of PN
increases.
The placement of the pathway has the ability to structurally compromise the subject tree and
neighbouring trees within the 2005 PN mapped area as illustrated below.

Subject
tree

Old mapped PN area

As discussed earlier, the placement of the pathway will directly interfere and negatively impact
the subject tree’s structural integrity with consideration of PN, topography and foreseen
construction intent. Furthermore, the construction of the pathway has the potential to spread
PN if not correctly managed and will increase the associated risks in relation to harm to people
and property. Therefore, the pathway design is to be reviewed and possibly be realign with
consideration of the subject trees and PN presence as illustrated by the red arrow above.
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Therefore, the immediate and long-term park management outcomes must by holistic in nature
with respect to Davies Park community and Council’s risk exposure.
We conclude that tree death and failure will occur within the immediate future no matter the
PN strategies implemented. Consequentially, the retention of the subject tree will result in high
expenditure and high-risk exposure. Therefore, at this time we can see no justifiable reason for
long-term tree retention.
If the subject tree is elected for retention in the short-term by Council, further consultation is
required with Treescience to determine the tree pruning outcomes, continual assessment regime,
tree testing methodologies and future park planning with respect to the preservation of trees,
risk mitigation and PN management.
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